WL 122 South African Writers & Film
Rosenberg L+ TR 4:30-5:45
Survey of modern South African writers, with emphasis on the effects of Apartheid and the anti-Apartheid struggle on the life of the imagination, including literary, film, and theatre evocations of South African life. Writers may include Alan Paton, Lewis Nkosi, J. M. Coetzee, Agnes Sam, Zoë Wicomb, Athol Fugard, Njabulo Ndebele, Miriam Tlali, Sindiwe Magona, Mongane Serote, Ruth First, Nadine Gordimer, and Phaswane Mpe. Cross-listed as AFR 147-04 and ILVS 122.

WL 132 The Book of Genesis and Its Interpreters
Rosenberg ARR W 4:30-7:15
A detailed study of the biblical book of Genesis, with special attention to the role the book played in postbiblical cultural traditions. All texts read in English. No prerequisites. Cross-listed as ILVS 132, REL 132 and JS 132.